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to promote higher yields of cotton in the future was
dropped. Yet the Prime Minister would not point
the moral by inviting martial law to punish adequately
offences under the decree, A fine of^E.i was unlikely
to stop unlawful planting when cotton prices were
rising fast in foreign markets. From 12 dollars a
kantar in the winter of 1914-15, prices had advanced
in the spring of 1917 to 39, and there was no sign to
mark that the top had been yet reached. If further
inducement was needed to disregard the decree, it
arose out of the knowledge that cotton could not be
tariffed. No matter how high the world's prices of
cereals and pulses might rise, the Egyptian agri-
culturist was aware that the Government would not
allow him to share in the harvest. Tariffs would
control local prices, and restrictions upon export
assure local supplies.
While the areas under wheat, maize, and barley
were substantially larger in 1918 than those of the
preceding year, wherein no restriction of cotton
planting was in force, yet they were disappointingly
inferior to the areas of 1915. Cultivators had reverted
to their former practice. But other result could
hardly be expected in view of the fact that the Govern-
ment offered no reward for an increased production
of cereals. A simple and practical method of doing
so would have been the purchase of the whole, or part,
of the 1918 wheat and maize crops at prices which
would have satisfied the producers. The State then
would have resold at reduced rates to town consumers,
and stabilized prices throughout Egypt. A transaction
of this nature no doubt would have been costly ; but
the national resources in 1918 were healthy enough
to bear the burden.1 The Government did not take
advantage 'of the opportunity.
1 There had been handsome surpluses of revenue over expenditure*
That of the financial year 1915-16 amounted to £E.1,160,000;
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